Fun City
Jermaine Gallacher’s irreverent
and irresistible approach to
interior design is taking London
by storm—starting with his colorful
and unique home. By Mark Holgate.
Photographed by Alberto
Ferdinando Gualtieri.

CLOSE TO HAND
Gallacher (top right and bottom left) brings a wealth of
texture to his showroom (bottom center) and apartment:
antique market finds, metal zigzag candlesticks of his
own design, and a wall he colored with pastels (top center).
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BOT TO M C E NT E R : OSK A R PRO CTO R .

T

heoretically, you should be able to tour designer and dealer Jermaine Gallacher’s London
home in mere minutes. Located on the lower ground floor—“subterranean,” he calls
it—of a 19th-century apartment building
in Borough, in a neighborhood where early
Victorian London and the dreaded contemporary luxurydevelopment London uneasily coexist, his four compact
rooms arranged off one narrow passageway would seem
to contain just enough space for him and his cat, Rita. But
who wants a speedy tour when it’s the rakish and garrulous
Gallacher, 32, who’s leading it? His erudite and uproarious
conversational gambits flit from railing against the soulless
corporatization of a city he adores (and has called home
since he arrived there 15 years ago from Brighton to study)
to tales of house parties he has known and loved, nights
raucous enough for a friend to have once said to him,
“God—you live like it’s the fucking 1970s.”
Then there’s Gallacher’s apartment itself, which, stylewise, mirrors his showroom just around the corner in a
wine warehouse. The look that Gallacher has created for
both has brought his name to the forefront of the interiors
world—and fashion, with friendships with the likes of
Emily Bode and Grace Wales Bonner.
Good luck, though, trying to pinpoint exactly what that
look is. Gallacher’s brilliantly nonconformist sensibility
is well to the fore, conjuring up a strange and original
beauty that defies easy categorization. It includes offbeat
market finds chosen for their uniqueness rather than their
provenance or value. “When I am sourcing things [at
markets],” he says, “I don’t look for names.” He’s drawn
to the postmodernist Memphis Group, with its colliding
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geometry and campy saturated pastels, and you’ll find
pieces from the artist friends he works with, from Viola
Lanari’s monumental white plaster of paris side tables and
lamps to the sensual/sculptural leather-and-raw-steel seating of Lukas Gschwandtner. Finishing all this off with a
flourish are whimsical, hand-painted surfaces—decorative
impulses that can be as humble as they are sophisticated.
What’s easier to spell out is the appeal of what Gallacher does. At a time when interior style can be so commodified and replicable, and iconic design pieces fetishized
for their clichéd good taste, his approach is a gloriously
punkish refutation of all that. He revels in the personal
and the instinctual—his ethos is to gravitate only toward
what you love, and just let everything be in conversation
with everything else. And he thinks that a year with everyone stuck at home might just make us take some welcome
risks with our interiors.
Gallacher’s own home has been a work in progress since
he moved in a decade ago, though he really focused on it
only when lockdown-life frustrations kicked in. (One thing
he did do when he first arrived: He and a friend spent a
rather tipsy night using pastels to color a single patch of
the sitting room’s existing Anaglypta wallpaper. “It’s quite
English to have that awful embossed wallpaper. I steamed
it off everywhere else but couldn’t be bothered in here,” he
says. “I painted it because the view is of a brick wall, and
I thought, That needs jollying up.”)
On another of the sitting-room walls is a framed flyer
reading luxury shit hole, which he printed at college
back in the mid-2000s. He used to hand them out, an
indictment of his intense dislike of London’s ceaseless
gentrification. (A few days after our meeting, Gallacher
went on Instagram to decry the imminent disappearance
of the India Club, inside the Hotel Strand Continental, a
favorite watering hole of his.) There’s more of his artwork
in the bedroom, including the door, painted with moonfaced figures—“I love anything nocturnal”—last April,
at the height of London’s first lockdown, and the salmon
canvas drapes he made himself, hanging them up when
the paint was still wet so they could dry into the desired
crumpled and creased texture.
The drapes act as a cozifying triptych around his
Edwardian bed, found for him by his mother in Brighton.
(She also sourced the ’30s gas stove in the kitchen—this
after he went without a stove for a year because he found
most of them so aesthetically unappealing.) By the bed
stands one of Lanari’s white tables, atop it a gifted copy
of Jean Genet’s Our Lady of the Flowers—though usually,
Gallacher says with a grinning confession, it’s discarded
teacups. But the table performs another important function
for him. “Every room needs a bit of punchy white,” he says,
“and not on the walls.”
There’s room for color, too. Dotted around both his home
and his showroom are pieces of his own design, like the
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terrific and already cultish zigzag metal candlesticks and
side tables in primary colors that he started making last year
as part of his Jermaine Gallacher Studio line. He’s drawn to
the zigzag motif—he’s wearing a squiggly vintage brooch
from Paloma Picasso—as a primal, almost prehistoric gestural symbol that also telegraphs a kitschy ’80s-cocktail-bar
vibe. Yet it’s not just the aesthetic of the candlestick he was
after. “I love things that create shadows,” he says. “That’s
always in my mind: What shadow will something give off ?
Light and shade can really alter a space.”
The candlesticks represent Gallacher dipping his toe
into an expanded idea of what he can do: Though he’s
starting to think more in terms of a business, he admits
that he’s still finding the balance between creative impulses
and commercial realities. He’s already busy with a series
of commissions, from wallpaper with de Gournay to a
small restaurant in London’s Soho (where he’s thinking
the zigzag motif will feature prominently), and transforming a historic barrister chambers C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 1 2 3
PAINT IT BRIGHT
above: A Viola Lanari table adds a flash of white to the
strong geometry of the bedroom’s leather floor.
opposite: Gallacher’s handiwork there includes a door
painted with vivid “nocturnal” characters.
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“I love things that create shadows,” Gallacher says.
“That’s always on my mind: What shadow will something
give off? Light and shade can really alter a space”

runover
in Holborn, where he plans to clad
the walls with red metal panels.
This gradual evolution into a more
formalized interior-design role has
taken him from a series of stalls
and tiny shops in various London
locales to his current showroom at
Lant Street Wine. He started off as
a customer but soon became friends
with co-owner Ben Wilcock, who
offered him space in the warehouse
two years ago. Its old rooms are the
perfect backdrop and the ideal foil for
his assemblage of objects, and it also
allows Gallacher to connect with his
local community. Pre-COVID, the
doors would be thrown open every
Thursday and Friday evening, with
anyone and everyone welcomed in
and Gallacher working behind the
bar. “It’s an icebreaker—and people
buy things,” he says. “I like the informality of it. I find furniture shops
boring—I mean, they can be great,
but sometimes they’re overpriced,
and it’s just stuff.”
His showroom evenings have
also attracted London’s creatives—
including gallerist Sadie Coles and
chef Fergus Henderson—to a kind
of cross-cultural conversation that
connects Gallacher to a time and
place he’s always believed was more
experimental and free-spirited: London in the ’80s. (“I wish I was around
in the ’80s,” he says unabashedly.)
He’s a big admirer of designers of
that time, from the creative salvage
of Ron Arad or Tom Dixon, with
their unconventional use of industrial materials, to that of Mark Brazier-Jones, who’d bring welded metal
and faux-leopard print together. He
has also discovered the work of Andy
the Furniture Maker, a club kid and
acolyte of filmmaker Derek Jarman,
who took discarded timber and
knocked it up into gargantuan scaffolding thrones. (Andy disappeared
from sight toward the end of the ’80s,
his design brilliance sadly receding
from history.) “I was blown away [by
his work],” Gallacher says. “He was
so authentic—he was just making. It
was a bit scruffy, not so refined. I just
love that.” @
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